Streaming detection for evaluation of indeterminate sonographic breast masses: a pilot study.
Streaming detection is a novel sonography technique that uses ultrasonic energy to induce movement in cyst fluid that is detected on Doppler sonography. This pilot study evaluates the utility of streaming detection for differentiating cysts from solid masses in breast lesions that are indeterminate on sonography. Thirty-nine lesions-11 simple cysts and seven solid masses (control group) and 21 masses with indeterminate findings for the diagnosis of a cyst versus a solid lesion (study group)-in 34 patients were evaluated using streaming detection. All lesions underwent cyst aspiration or biopsy (n = 35) or were diagnosed simple cysts (n = 4) on sonography. Lesion size and depth were recorded. Streaming detection software was placed on conventional sonography units. Acoustic pulses were focused on the lesion, and if fluid movement was generated, it was seen on the spectral Doppler display as velocity away from the transducer. Lesions were then aspirated or underwent biopsy, and the viscosity of the aspirated fluid was recorded. The sensitivity and specificity of the technique and the effect of cyst size, cyst depth, and fluid viscosity in diagnosing fluid-filled cysts were assessed. Overall, 31 cysts and eight solid masses (seven benign, one carcinoma) were diagnosed in the study and control groups. Aspiration of indeterminate lesions resulted in 20 cysts and one solid mass. Lesions ranged in size from 4 to 47 mm and in depth from 4 to 29 mm. In the control group, streaming detection correctly showed nine of the 11 simple cysts (sensitivity, 82%; positive predictive value, 100%), and acoustic streaming was absent in all seven solid masses (specificity, 100%; negative predictive value, 78%). Of the indeterminate lesions, streaming detection allowed correct identification of 10 of 20 cysts (sensitivity, 50%; positive predictive value, 100%). Acoustic streaming was not detected in the one solid study group lesion. Neither cyst size or depth nor fluid viscosity had a significant effect on the ability to detect fluid. The streaming detection technique improved differentiation of cysts from solid masses in indeterminate lesions and has potential for reducing the number of recommended cyst aspirations for the diagnosis of indeterminate breast masses.